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Abstract

The steel roof of Jiangmen gymnasium is the large-span spatial pipe truss structure, which is composed of main truss, secondary truss and stable truss. This paper systematically expounds the construction simulation analysis, the composition of the construction monitoring system, the monitoring method, and the arrangement of measuring points. The construction simulation analysis simulates the whole process of the main truss cumulative lifting installation, the secondary truss and auxiliary structure hoisting, and then the main truss for overall unloading, which is the difficulty of the whole project. The results of the structural construction monitoring show that the roof structure is in a safe state, and the fine construction simulation analysis provides a theoretical basis for the construction process, and the theoretical value of the simulation analysis is in good agreement with the measured data. In addition, vertical displacement and stress are obvious mutations in the unloading stage of roof support, but the stress of each measuring point is in elastic working condition, which meets the design requirements, indicating the correctness of the model and method in construction simulation analysis and calculation, and also provides reference for the design and construction of related projects in the future.
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1. Introduction

At present, the large-span spatial steel pipe truss structure is widely used in various large-scale stadiums, theaters, convention and exhibition centers and other important landmarks. It is the embodiment of modern civilization with new materials, new technologies and new techniques as comprehensive technology
However, the steel structure of large stadiums has a large span and complicated forces [3] [4]. In order to ensure the safety, applicability and durability of the structure, it is necessary for major engineering structures to carry out structural monitoring during the construction phase [5] [6] to ensure the structure with no quality defects. The whole process of construction of the gymnasium steel roof was simulated and analyzed, and the stress and deformation monitoring were carried out. And the results show that the simulation analysis is in good agreement with the measured data in these papers [7] [8], which verifies the correctness of the simulation analysis.

Therefore, real-time monitoring of such large-scale projects and the establishment of sound monitoring system are of great significance for analyzing the structural stress state and ensuring structural safety [9] [10] [11] [12] [13]. The structure of the construction monitoring system, construction monitoring method and measuring point layout with a gymnasium as the project background are introduced in this paper. The whole process stress and deformation monitoring during the construction stage are carried out to ensure the safety of the structure, and an assessment for the safety of the structure during the construction stage will be provided for operation management. The indicators also provide reference for the design and construction of related projects in the future.

2. Project Overview

The effect picture of Jiangmen Gymnasium is shown in Figure 1. The steel roof structure consists of main truss, secondary truss, stable truss, support, tie rod and peripheral roof are shown in Figure 2. The main truss consists of two rectangular trusses that intersect in the north-south direction and the east-west direction. The cross-section of the upper and lower chords of the main truss is mainly Φ760 × 16 and Φ560 × 16, and the cross-section of the web is mainly Φ245 × 12 and Φ402 × 16. The stable truss, support and tie rods are arranged in the vertical direction of the secondary truss. The secondary truss is a supporting skeleton for the shape of the stadium roof, which is an east-west plane truss. One end is supported on the surrounding concrete column and the other end is connected to the main truss. The cross-section of the upper and lower chords of the secondary truss is mainly Φ245 × 8 and Φ299 × 12, and the main section of the rib is mainly Φ133 × 5. The stable truss support and tie rod members are mainly steel tubes.

3. Construction Technology of the Gymnasium

3.1. Installation and Unloading Plan of Gymnasium Roof

The construction of the gymnasium roof is based on the principle of completing the main tasks first and then completing the secondary tasks. The whole construction stage can be divided into 17 stages, in which the installation sequence is main truss  → secondary truss  → stable truss, support, tie rod  → peripheral roof, and the main truss and the secondary truss will be constructed in 1 to 11
stages, 12 stage will be unloaded and removed the tire frame, and the gantry crane will be unloaded and removal in stage 12, and stable truss and other poles will be installed in 13 to 17 stages. The lifting installation of the main truss structure is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, and the hoisting construction of the secondary truss is shown in Figure 5, and the gantry crane unloading is shown in Figure 6.

The steel roof of the gymnasium needs to be unloaded as a whole, and the tonnage of the main truss is about 1200 t. In order to ensure the safety and overall shape of the structure, it is necessary to control the synchronous decline of each point, in order to ensure that the entire unloading process is implemented according to the plan, and it is combined with the theoretical calculation of the unloading data, and the theoretical unloading result of overall structure and may be different from those of the actual structure. Therefore, the overall unloading theoretically must be calculated accurately to ensure the safety of the unloading conditions.

3.2. Construction Simulation Analysis

The material of steel structure is Q345B, and the concrete material is C40. The
simulation calculation of this project is calculated by Midas finite element program. According to the parameters of the design drawing, the round steel pipes of Φ760 × 16, Φ560 × 16, Φ245 × 12 - Φ402 × 16 cross section are simulated by beam element, and the concrete column and beam are simplified into beam elements, and the support is simplified as a hinge. The finite element model of the
gymnasium is shown in Figure 7, which has a total of 10,653 units with a total of 110 sections, and steel roof model of the gymnasium is shown in Figure 8.

According to the construction characteristics of the roof structure and the requirements of construction monitoring and analysis, the method adopted is the step-by-step calculation method, and the simulation calculation of the construction process is carried out by using MIDAS. The so-called dressing calculation refers to gradually increasing the structural unit and changing the construction load according to the predetermined construction sequence and process flow, calculating the stress on the deformation, internal force and dangerous section of the structure at each construction stage, and obtaining the internal force state of the whole construction process.

Figure 9 to Figure 10 are respectively the stress cloud diagram and the vertical displacement cloud diagram in the unloading stage. The calculation results show that the maximum unloading stress is 196.8 MPa, which is at the lifting point of the upper main truss, and the stress value of most rods is between 30 MPa and 70 MPa, and the maximum vertical displacement is 13.9 cm, and the theoretical calculation result shows that there is a significant mutation at this stage.

3.3. Construction Monitoring System

Construction monitoring includes strain monitoring and displacement monitoring. The strain monitoring system of the project is mainly composed of strain sensor subsystem, data acquisition and transmission subsystem, data management and analysis subsystem, which can realize continuous collection, automatic storage and real-time continuous monitoring of monitoring data. According to the monitoring content, the sensor subsystem lays up a strain sensor in the key parts of the gymnasium structure to obtain the response information of the structure under the load. The data acquisition and transmission subsystem collects the information transmitted by the sensor, and modulates and processes the analog signal. Convert to a digital signal and transfer the signal to the data management and analysis subsystem, as shown in Figure 11.
Figure 7. Overall model of the gymnasium.

Figure 8. Steel roof model of the gymnasium.

Figure 9. Deformation of the main truss during the unloading stage (Unit: m).
This project adopts vibrating wire strain system, and arranges vibrating wire strain sensors in key parts of the structure. As shown in Figure 12, 1 to 6 sections are arranged on the main truss, and each section has 8 strain sensors. The strain sensor wires are processed into two bundles as shown Figure 13, so that there is no wire chaos or wire tie or even wire breakage during the main truss jacking process, ensuring the accuracy of data acquisition.

The stadium uses high-precision total station to measure in the deformation monitoring. The position of the deformation observation point is shown in Figure 14, and monitoring site photos are shown in Figure 15. It is divided into 28 measuring points in four measuring areas of A, B, C and D. The observation data for each measurement point contains displacement data in three directions. In theoretical analysis, the vertical displacement of the unloading stage has a large mutation, while the lateral displacement is disordered and the data changes are stable. Therefore, the vertical deformation is the focus of monitoring.
4. Analysis of Construction Monitoring Results

The steel roof structure is transformed from the lifting of the main truss, the installation of the secondary truss to the demolition of temporary support, and the conversion of the load from the temporary supporting tower to the steel structure itself is completed. This is a process in which the permanent structure is gradually transferred and the internal force is redistributed. Due to the large number of monitoring points and limited to the length of the article, this paper only selects some stress measurement points and displacement measurement points of the main truss of the stadium to analyze and find out the corresponding change rules.
It can be seen from Figure 16 to Figure 17 that there are three stress measuring points of the chord, which are the lower chord of No.1 section, the upper chord stress curves of No.2 and No.6, and the stress curve of the measuring point does not change significantly before unloading, and the stress change is in the range of −10 MPa to 10 MPa, and the internal force variation of the chord measuring points of the three sections is basically similar. During the unloading of the 12 stage tire frame, the stress value suddenly increased sharply, and the increased stress value is about 40 MPa to 60 MPa. The law of stress change on web member is similar to that of the chord. Under the unloading condition, the stress of the web member is suddenly increased. The measuring points have the same variation law and stress abrupt value, but far less than the yield strength of the steel (345 MPa). After the stage of unloading, the internal force of the rod gradually shifts and the internal force redistribution occurs. The law of stress change is greatly affected by factors such as time and weather, and the stress of the bars is increased or decreased, but the overall change is little.

It can be concluded from Figure 18 to Figure 19 that the lateral deformation in the Y direction changes disorderly with the development of the construction stage. Even in the unloading stage, there is no obvious law in the Y direction displacement, and the X direction displacement variation law is similar to the Y direction. From the vertical deformation diagram, it can be seen that in the unloading stage, there is a large abrupt change in the vertical deformation, and the maximum value of the vertical deformation is 13.2 cm, while the vertical deformation in other construction stages is small, which shows that the main truss bears a large load during the unloading stage. The vertical displacement abrupt stage of the main truss coincides with stress abrupt stage of the main truss, and the vertical deformation of the structure, and the vertical deformation of the structure after unloading changes little.

The stress values of the lower chord unloading stage of section 1 to section 3 are shown in Table 1, and these sections have two lower chords, which are represented respectively by LC1 and LC2. Two strain sensors are arranged for
Figure 16. Chord stress.

Figure 17. Web member stress.

Figure 18. Lateral displacement.
each lower chord. and the arrangement of the sensors is symmetrical about the axis of the rod. As shown in Table 1, the stress values in the unloading stage have large mutations, and the variation value is generally about 40 to 60 MPa, but the variation value of some strain sensors is less than 30 MPa. There is also an error in the value of the measured stress at the same position of the same rod, but the error is on the whole within 10 MPa. Moreover, the ratio of the measured stress value of most rods to the theoretical value is about 0.7 to 1.1, and the ratio is between a reasonable range, but there are also some points where the ratio is not in this range because of temperature or environmental impact.

Table 1. Comparison of stress values during unloading.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial number position</th>
<th>Construction stress Stage 11 (1)</th>
<th>Stage 12 (2)</th>
<th>Change in stress (2-1)</th>
<th>Theoretical value of stress Stage 12 (3)</th>
<th>Stress measured value and rationality Value comparison (2/3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC1</td>
<td>-4.4</td>
<td>35.64</td>
<td>40.04</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC1</td>
<td>-10.66</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>47.86</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC2</td>
<td>-17.6</td>
<td>46.14</td>
<td>63.74</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC2</td>
<td>-7.24</td>
<td>48.08</td>
<td>55.32</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC1</td>
<td>-9.06</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>25.66</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC1</td>
<td>-12.76</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>41.86</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC2</td>
<td>-6.3</td>
<td>55.82</td>
<td>62.12</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC2</td>
<td>-12.6</td>
<td>44.34</td>
<td>56.94</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC1</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>47.26</td>
<td>62.26</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC1</td>
<td>-5.02</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>55.82</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC2</td>
<td>-8.94</td>
<td>46.64</td>
<td>55.58</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC2</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>60.72</td>
<td>49.82</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the measured stress and displacement results of each measuring point, the measured results are basically consistent with the theoretical results, which fully demonstrates the correctness of theoretical analysis.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the stress and displacement monitoring system is used to monitor the stress and displacement of key members in the construction stage of Jiangmen gymnasium, and the following conclusions are drawn.

1) Through real-time monitoring of the whole process of the stadium construction stage, the results show that the maximum stress of the steel structural members is within the reasonable design range, and the stress in the unloading stage is obviously abrupt, but the internal force of the rod is much smaller than the yield strength of the material. The stress state of the point is always in the elastic working state, and the entire structure is safe to meet the design requirements.

2) The lateral displacement of the measuring points in each construction stage changes disorderly. The vertical displacement of the measuring points is basically the same. Before the unloading stage and after the unloading stage, the vertical displacement changes are relatively stable, and the vertical displacement of the unloading stage is about obvious mutation, which is basically consistent with the actual calculated value, indicating that the structural stiffness meets the design requirements.

3) Through the analysis results of monitoring the steel structure construction in the gymnasium, the selection of the monitoring system of this project is reasonable, and the selection of key points and key parts is effective, which is of great significance for analyzing the structural stress state and ensuring the structural construction safety. The monitoring methods, measuring point arrangements and methods in this paper can provide reference for similar engineering structures.
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